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1) +2 AIRCRAFT FROM PERIOD 2 TO PERIOD 1 (PERIOD 1 NOW HAS 32,
PERIOD 2 HAS 28)
2) -2 AIRCRAFT FROM PERIOD 3 TO PERIOD 2 (PERIOD 2 NOW HAS 26,
PERIOD 3 HAS 42)
3) -2 AIRCRAFT FROM PERIOD 4 TO PERIOD 3 (PERIOD 3 NOW HAS 40,
PERIOD 4 HAS 42)
4) +2 AIRCRAFT FROM THE RESERVOIR TO PERIOD 4 (PERIOD 4 NOW HAS
44)
RCI RAW SCORE = |+2| + |-2| + |-2| + |+2| = 8
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Sector 1 Sector 2
Waypoint
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Drift Type Explicit airport queueing
Cancellation Scenario Time-varying
Capacity scenario Medium time-varying
with low variance
Drift scenario Medium time varying
with low variance
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MODEL (CPU SECONDS) 16.36
SIMULATION RUNTIME (CPU SECONDS) 1011.60
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MODEL (CPU SECONDS) 16.17
SIMULATION RUNTIME (CPU SECONDS) 1005.39
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MODEL (CPU SECONDS) 24.85
SIMULATION RUNTIME (CPU SECONDS) 1050.32
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MODEL (CPU SECONDS) 17.98
SIMULATION RUNTIME (CPU SECONDS) 1035.54
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MODEL (CPU SECONDS) 27.03
SIMULATION RUNTIME (CPU SECONDS) 979.30
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MODEL (CPU SECONDS) 19.57
SIMULATION RUNTIME (CPU SECONDS) 968.53
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MODEL (CPU SECONDS) 40.17
SIMULATION RUNTIME (CPU SECONDS) 947.20
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FLUID APPROX. RUNTIME (CPU SECONDS) 25.40
SIMULATION RUNTIME (CPU SECONDS) 926.95
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